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Abstruct- The electromagnetic scattering by buried threedimensional penetrable objects, as involved in the analysis of
ground penetrating radar systems, is calculated using the extended Born approximation. The involved scattering tensor is
calculated using fast Fourier transforms (FFT's). We incorporate
in the scattering calculation the correct radiation patterns of
the ground penetrating radar antennas by using their planewave transmitting and receiving spectra. Finally, we derive an
efficientFFT-based method to analyze a fixed-offset configuration
in which the location of the transmitting antenna is different for
each receiving antenna position.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic scattering by buried objects is an essential
component of the analysis of GPR systems. Purely numerical approaches, such as the finite difference time domain
method [l] and integral equations combined with the method
of moments (MOM) [2], [3], are often used for such scattering
calculations. However, since many practical GPR scattering
problems are electrically large, these numerical methods are
usually too time and memory consuming for realistic simulations of such GPR configurations. Moreover, most GPR
systems operate in a fixed-offset mode in which the transmitter
and receiver more together, and a new scattering problem must
be solved for each new receiver location. Hence, for such
fixed-offset configurations several electrically large scattering
problems are to be solved to simulate just one fixed-offset
survey.
The extended Born approximation (EBA) is a nonlinear
approximation for scattering calculations [4]. In the EBA,
the inverse operator of the traditional volume electric field
integral equation is approximated analytically. Hence, the EBA
is less memory consuming and faster to calculate than a MOM
solution because a full impedance matrix does not need to be
inverted. Also, being a nonlinear approximation, the EBA is
more accurate than the traditional first Bom approximation,
and almost as efficient to calculate. The EBA was modified
to analyze scattering by buried objects by Dasgupta et al. [ 5 ] ,
Yu and Carin [6], Tseng [7], and Cui et al. [XI. Their work
involves replacing the free-space dyadic Green's function used
in [4] by the one applicable for a half space. Also, the accuracy
of the EBA for frequencies relevant for GPR was investigated
by Troelsen e? al. [9] and Dasgupta e? al. [ 5 ] .
In this paper we use the EBA to calculate the scattering
by buried dielectric objects, as involved in the analysis of
GPR systems. We include the correct radiation patterns of

the GPR antennas by using their plane-wave transmitting and
receiving spectra [IO]. The fact that the presence of the airsoil interface impacts the radiation patterns of the antennas is
accounted for by the transmitting and receiving spectra. Since
the formulation is based on plane-wave expansions, it can be
efficiently calculated using fast Fourier transforms (FIT'S).
With the formulas cast in a special form, we show that the
fixed-offset configuration also can be efficiently analyzed with
FFT'S.
Throughout the paper the time factor exp(-iot) is assumed
and suppressed.
11. THEFIXED-OFFSETGPR CONFIGURATION
The GPR configuration involving the planar air-soil interface is shown in Figure 1. A Cartesian xyz-coordinate
system is introduced such that the xy-plane coincides with
the interface and such that z 2 0 is air and z < 0 is soil.
The air has permittivity a,permeability PO, and wavenumber
lq = 0 s . The soil has permittivity ~ 1 conductivity
,
01,
permeability pug, and wavenumber kl = Jo'po&l+ iopool.
The position of the receiving antenna is rr = x r j i + y r g + z r l
with zr 2 0 and the position of the transmitting antenna is
rf = rr rA with rA = XA% +YAY being fixed. Below the airsoil interface, penetrable objects with support V, are buried.
The transmitting antenna is attached to a coaxial cable. In a

+

4Z
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Fig. 1. The fixed-offset GPR configuration

given reference plane in the cable, the voltage between the
inner and outer conductor of the field propagating towards the
antenna in the cable is V,. The background field Eb, defined
as the field that would exist in the region z < 0 in the absence
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of the objects, is then expressed in, terms of the plane-wave
transmitting spectrum T of the GPR antenna as [lo]
m

where R(k,,k,) is the plane-wave receiving spectrum of
the GPR antenna, to be discussed below following (8),
and S l ( k , , k , ) is the plane-wave spectrum of the upward-

N

The scattered field Es in the soil can be approximated by
the EBA as [4],

where k l = k,g + kvjr + y,s
[ O r .Eb] is the 343 spatial
Fourier transform of
The plane-wave receiving spectrum R(k,, k?,) in (7) satisfies
that R(k,,k,) . kl = 0. For a reciprocal GPR antenna, the
receiving spectrum is related to the transmitting spectrum
~ , (1 9kkY ) of the receiving GPR antenna, defined as in (I),
as [IO]

ES(r)= io/po/ G(r,r’) .i‘(r’).Eb(r’)O(r’)d3r’ ( 2 )

(9)

is the position vector and y1=
Imyl 2 0 is the ;-component
of the propagation vector in the soil.
111. SCATTERING BY BURIED
OBJECTS

V,

+ +

where z < 0, r’ = 2% y’? z’f, and O(r) is the object function, describing the contrast in the electromagnetic properties
.
.
from those of the background,
O(r) = o ( r ) - (TI - io(E(r) - & I ) .

L

- r’) ,

(4)

ki

with P.V. referring to the principle value and It depends on the
shape of the chosen principle volume. Furthermore, g(r,r’)
is the usual scalar 3-D Green’s function for a homogeneous
medium,

By using the dyadic Green’s function for a homogeneous
medium, multiple interactions between the objects and the
air-soil interface are neglected. This is a good approximation
because of the loss in the soil [12]. The scattering tensor in
(2) is given by [4]
-1

i‘(r) = [1-io,n/G(r,r’)O(r’)d3r’]

spectrum

inserting the

.

(6)

into ( 7 ) 3

m

(3)

Herein, E(r) and o(r) are the permittivity and conductivity
distributions, respectively. Furthermore, G(r, r‘) in (2) is the
dyadic Green’s function for a homogeneous medium with
wavenumber kl [ l l , p. 3811.

- ,S(r

The final expression for the output voltage V is obtained by

-m

.exp(i[k,x,

+ kyYr1)dk, dky

(10)

where the fact that R(kx,kY) .kl = 0 has been applied. Since
the derivation of the final expression (10) for the output
voltage is based on plane-wave expansions, the calculation
can be efficiently performed using FFT’s. FFT’s have been
used previously by Liu et al. [14] to calculate the scattered
field from the EBA in the 2-D free-space case, and by Tseng
et al. in the 3-D half-space case. Indeed, the integrations over
k,,k,, in (10) can be calculated using 2-D FFT‘s. Also, the
background field Eb, determined from (l), can be calculated
from 2-D FIT’S for e E h value of z. Finally, the 3-D spatial
Fourier transform [ O f . E b ] in (10) can be calculated using
3-D FFT‘s, or alternatively, from 2-D FFT‘s over x , y and
subsequent integration over z. In either case it is assumed that
the volume V, is inside a grid of N non-overlapping and equalsized boxes V,, .
Iv. CALCULATING THE SCATTERING TENSOR
Two methods for calculating the scattering tensor i‘ in (6) is
now proposed. The starting point of both methods is to write
the scattering tensor, evaluated at the center r,,, of the nz’th
box, in convolutional form as

VS

The receiving antenna of the GPR is connected to a matched
receiver through a coaxial cable with characteristic admittance
YO. In a given reference plane in the cable, the voltage V
between the inner and outer conductor of the field propagating
away from the antenna in the cable is [lo],

with
Ncrt7Z) = CO(r,t)P(r,fl- rfJ,

(12)

It

P(rnI)= (k:l+VV) /g(r,7r,r’)d3r’,

(13)

VO

and VO is the box with center at the origin ro. The expression
for N in (12) is in a form suitable for FFT’s.
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In the first method P in (13) is cast into a 2-D integral over
the surface S,,, of the ni‘th box, thus avoiding the singularity
in the integrand of P(r0) 1131,

+ .f‘(W(r172,r’).if

P(r,,,)= -

S,,,

- f .Vg(r,,,,r’)ii’)d%‘) f

+

- (W,,,

( 9 V g ( r l , d )fi’.

SI,,

-f.Vg(r,,,,r‘)ii’)d r jl

’>

+ 4;

- ( i ~ , , ~ (iivg(rf,,,
r f ). nf

s,,
- 2 . Vg(rn,,
r‘)iif)d2rf)2

(14)

where H,,,
= 1 if ni = 0 and 0 otherwise. The dyadic P in (14)
can be determined by simply calculating three 2-D integrals
and three 1-D integrals with scalar integrands.
In the second method, which is more efficient, the dyadic
P in (13) is calculated by inserting into (13) for P the 3-D
Fourier representation of G(r,,z,r‘),

-4+k,(yn,

-exp(i[kx(x,,,

-Y‘)

+ kZ(~nt- ~’)])dk.ydkydk:

(15)

and evaluating analytically the integration over k,. The resulting expression can be calculated by 2-D m ’ s .

V. FIXED-OFFSETCONFIGURATION

C2(k,,ky,z’) = exp(i [k,xA+kYyA-y1z’])
.T(-k,, -ky).

The double product : in (17) is defined as (AB) : (CD) =

A(B . C)D.
These final equations for the output voltage can be calculated efficiently with m ’ s . In particular, the integrations
over k:,$ in the expression (16) for V can be determined
for all needed receiver locations using one single 2-D FFT.
The integrations over k,,k, of the nine components of the
dyadic C ~ ( k l - , k y , z f ) C 2-(kx,ky”
~
- k,,z’) in the expression
(19) for S are in convolutional form and therefore, for a fixed
z’, S(k.;,$,z’) can be calculated for all needed values of k.:
and
using 2-D FFT’s. Moreover, the relation for H can for
each z’ be calculated by 2-D FFT‘s for all needed values of
kff gt

9

S )

The expression (10) for V(rr), derived in Section 111, is
very inefficient for fixed-offset configurations: First, since
the transmitting and receiving antennas are at a fixed offset,
the background field Eb changes when the radar is moved.
Therefore, E‘ needs to be recalculated for each new location
of the receiving antenna. Second, when (10) is calculated using
FFT’s, the output voltage is simultaneously determined for
several observation points in a square grid, but only the one
corresponding to the receiving antenna position is needed. In
the following, a efficient method is derived to deal with the
considered fixed-offset configuration.
To derive the efficient method, insert first the expression
(1) for the background field Eb, with k,, ky replaced by
h$,
into the relation (10) for the output voltage. Second, inspired
by the procedure in [12], interchange the integrations over
k,,k,, and k/,,k; and carry out the substitutions g,) = k, - k‘,
and k t = k), - k‘y. The result is [ 131

<,

(21)

y-

We will now discuss how to use the FFT to do the abovementioned calculations. The functions C1 and C? in (20) and
(21) contain the factor exp(-iylz’) which is exponentially
decaying for k: k: > Rek:. Hence, C1 and Cz are spatially
band limited with the bandwidth k,, determined by requiring

+

that exp(-d-Iz’l),
with k,, > Rekl, is sufficiently
small. The integrations over k,, k,, in (19) extend over the
ranges -kmaX < k, < k,, and -km, < k), < km,. Equations
(17) and (19) then show that the functions F(k$,k/:) and
S ( q , k ; , z ’ ) are band limited with the bandwidth 2kmax. Hence,
the grid, on which the output voltage (16) is calculated using
FFT’s, has the spacing Axr = Ayr = n/(2km;u0.
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